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Begin to hope and all the colors start to change
beneath the light
You might forget that the world's so sad
You might forget that things are awful bad
And it's alright
If you eat all the apples from the knowledge tree bowl
The fact that they're plastic shouldn't deter you at all
Just grab your sharpie and write your message on the
wall
Yeah, I was here
I was here

We know that our whole world is all around us all the
time
And still we might
Forget
To stand up straight
We might forget that we should never wait
And it's alright
If we don't let the others make the last calls
The fact that they own us shouldn't deter us at all
Just grab your sharpie and write your message on the
wall
Yeah, I was here
I was here
Uh-huh, I was here!
I was here!

I was here
But now i've gone
To take a walk
And I won't be back
Until you know my name
'Cause none of us are the same thing

Begin to hope
Begin to hope, begin to hope, begin to hoooope
Begin to hooo-oh-ope
And it's alright
If you eat all the apples from the knowledge tree bowl
The fact that they're plastic shouldn't deter us at all
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I grabbed my sharpie and wrote my message on the
wall
Regina was here
Regina was here
Uh-huh, Regina was here, Regina was here!

I was here
But now I've gone
To take a walk
And I won't be back
'Cause its a lovely day
And none of us know how long we've got to stay

Begin to hope
Begin to hope
And all the colors start to change
Begin to hope
And all the
Light begin to change
Begin to light and all
The hope begins to start
To change the light
Begin to light
And all the hope begins to
Light to change begin
Beneath
The light begins to
Change and all the
Light
Begins
To hope
Colors
Start
Begin
To hope
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